
Mark Epstein 

This photograph taken in 1958 shows me at the Leningrad Palace of Pioneers.

After my return to Leningrad from Tula in 1953, I started working at the Leningrad Palace of
Pioneers as an assistant manager of the department of science and technology.

My task was to teach gifted schoolchildren physics. Later the Heads of the Palace offered me to
supervise the city contest in physics, chemistry and mathematics.

My work took plenty of time: teaching of pupils and coordinating of work in all districts of the city.
Besides I arranged excursions around laboratories of our department for schoolchildren of different
city schools. I used to describe our laboratories and invite pupils to come and study.

Every year we arranged an exhibition. Exhibits were created by our pupils. The Palace of Pioneers
was often visited by interesting people, for example we welcomed Jawaharlal Nehru, Ives Montand
and Simona Signore.

At the same time I studied at the postgraduate courses for teachers of physics and radio
electronics. At the same time I taught physics at several city schools. I worked at the Palace of
Pioneers from 1953 till 1962.

I got acquainted with my future wife when I worked at the Palace of Pioneers. My wife Rose
Yakovlevna Ebert graduated from the Leningrad College of Foreign Languages (French faculty) and
taught French at school.

She took her pupils to the Palace of Pioneers for excursion and came to my department. We
noticed each other and I started courting her. It resulted in our wedding. We celebrated our
wedding in the large canteen of the Mariinsky theatre.

We invited 102 guests. An orchestra played, several people shot films. We had a good time. I still
keep invitation cards. The next day at home I gathered my colleagues from the Palace of Pioneers,
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and my wife invited her colleagues from her school.
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